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ABSTRACT. A method for the separation of the signal and noise subspaces of a given
data matrix is presented. The algorithm is derived by a problem adapted discretization
process of an equivalent dynamical system. The dynamical system belongs to the class of
isospectral matrix ow equations. A matrix valued di erential equation, whose time evolution converges for t ! 1 to block diagonal form is considered, i.e., only the cross-terms,
correlating signal and noise subspaces, are removed. The iterative scheme is performed by
computing some highly regular orthogonal matrix-vector multiplications. The algorithm
essentially works like a Jacobi-type method. An updating scheme is also discussed.
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Introduction
Given a data matrix H 2 IRnm (n > m), a frequently encountered problem in signal
processing (DOA{estimation, harmonic retrieval, system identi cation) is the separation
of the column space of H into signal and noise subspaces. The SVD of H is the most
robust and reliable tool for this task. The signal subspace is de ned by the right singular
vectors corresponding to the large singular values. Computing the SVD of H , however, is
computationally expensive and yields much more information than necessary to separate
the signal and the noise subspaces. In order to avoid the computationally expensive SVD,
various methods for determining the subspaces in a computationally less expensive way
have been published. Among these methods are the Rank{Revealing QRD [2], the URV
decomposition [11] and the SVD{updating algorithms [8, 9] which can be considered as

approximate SVD's. Other methods not based on the SVD have also been proposed, e.g.
the Schur{type method presented in [4]. Another quite obvious approach is the block
diagonalization of H , i.e.
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where U 2 O(n), V 2 O(m), and H111 2 IRdd , H221 2 IRm,dm,d have dimensions due
to the dimensions of signal and noise subspaces, respectively. It is not straight forward,
however, to extend known linear algebra algorithms such, that any block diagonalization of
an arbitrary matrix is obtained. In this paper an algorithm for block diagonalizing a given
matrix by orthogonal transformations is derived. This is achieved by a problem adapted
discretization process of an equivalent dynamical system. The matrix ow is Brockett's
double bracket ow [1] H_ = [H; [H; N ]], choosing the matrix N appropriately with respect
to the subspace separation problem. Essentially, after discretization, this results in a Jacobi{
type method which only works on the cross terms H12 2 IRdm,d (assuming a preparatory
QRD). Therefore, only d(m , d) rotations are required per sweep, while the standard Jacobitype methods apply m(m , 1)=2 rotations. The algorithm can be considered as a method
for maximizing an objective function of a continuous-time gradient ow. It is a speci c
example of a gradient ascent method using geodesic interpolation (see [5], [7], and [10] for
related work). An updating scheme for this algorithm is very similar to the SVD{updating
scheme of [8]. Again, the updating scheme only operates on the cross terms.

1 Dynamical System for Block Diagonalization
In this section a dynamical system for block diagonalizing symmetric matrices with distinct
eigenvalues is brie y presented. We shall state the necessary propositions without proofs.
For convenience, we have decided to present the results for symmetric matrices (covariance
matrices). The extension to arbitrary n  m data matrices (SVD) is straightforward.
The isospectral matrix ow is governed by
H_ = [H; [H; N ]];
(1)
and the associated ow on orthogonal matrices by
_ = [H; N ];
(2)
with H = H T 2 IRmm , (t) 2 O(m), [X; Y ] def
= XY , Y X , and N = diag(Id ; 0m,d ).
Proposition 1.1 Eq.(1) is the gradient ow H_ = gradf (H ) of the function f (H ) =
,tr H11. Eq.(2) is the gradient ow _ = grad() of the function () = ,tr N T H0+
tr H0 = f (H ).
Remark The gradient ows in Proposition 1.1 are de ned with respect to di erent metrics.
See [5] for details.
Proposition 1.2 For t ! 1 the time dependent H (t) of (1) with initial H (0) converges

to block diagonal form:
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with H11 2 IRdd , H12 2 IRdm,d , and H22 2 IRm,dm,d . Assuming  (H111 ) \  (H221 ) =
fg, for all i 2 (H111 ) and for all j 2 (H221) holds i > j . For t ! 1 the time
dependent (t) of (2) with initial (0) 2 O(m) converges to (11 ; 21 ) with T1111 = Id
and T2121 = Im,d . It holds
span(11 jH 11 = 11 H111 ) = spanfq1 ; : : :; qd jHqi = qii; i 2  (H111 )g;
span(21 jH 21 = 21 H221 ) = spanfqd+1 ; : : :; qm jHqi = qi i; i 2 (H221 )g:

Proof: see e.g. [7].

2 Discretization Scheme for Block Diagonalization
A discretization scheme for the above gradient ow is now presented. Taking into account that at each time step only an orthogonal transformation in a speci c 2,dimensional
plane of the matrix H is performed, a modi cation of the cyclic-by-row Jacobi method
results. This method works with the full group SO(2) or equivalently, the rotation angles
 2 [,=2; =2]. Excluding certain pathological initial conditions (saddle points) which in
general do not occur for subspace separation problems, this algorithm is obviously globally
convergent. Furthermore local quadratic convergence for the case of full diagonalization
(including multiple eigenvalues) was recently proved using methods from global analysis [6]
(see also the contribution by U. Helmke to this workshop). Here we borrowed from [3] the
very readable Matlab-like algorithmic language and notation.
Algorithm 2.1 Given a symmetric H 2 IRmm and p; q 2 IN that satisfy 1  p < d
and d + 1  q  m, this algorithm computes a cosine-sine pair (c; s) such that if H 0 =
J (p; q)T HJ (p; q) then h0pq = 0 and h0pp  h0qq .
function: (jpp; jpq ; jqp; jqq ) = sym.schur2.sorted (H; p; q)
if hpq 6= 0
p  2; c = p 1 2; s = tc
 = hqq2h, hpp ; t = sign
j j + 1 + 
1+t
pq

else

c = 1; s = 0

end
if hpp  hqq
jpp = ,s; jpq = c; jqp = c; jqq = s
else
jpp = c; jpq = s; jqp = ,s; jqq = c
end
end sym.schur2.sorted
Algorithm 2.2 (Block Diagonalizing Cyclic Jacobi) Given a symmetric H 2 IRmm
and a tolerance   0, this algorithm overwrites H with block diagonal H 0 = T H  where

 2 O(m) and f = tr(H110 , H11)  . It returns  = (1 ; 2) with 1 (2) being an
orthogonal basis for the principal d,dimensional (minor (m , d), dimensional) eigenspace
of H , respectively.
function: (; H ) = block.diag.jacobi (; H; )
 = Im
trOld = 0
trNew = trace(H (1 : d; 1 : d))
while (trNew , trOld) > 
for p = 1 : d
for q = d + 1 : m
(jpp ; jpq ; jqp ; jqq ) = sym:schur2:sorted(H; p; q )
H = J (p; q)T HJ (p; q );  = J (p; q )

end

end

trOld = trNew; trNew = trace(H (1 : d; 1 : d))

end
end block.diag.jacobi

Obviously, Algorithm 2:2 is essentially a Jacobi-type method. The case of fully diagonalizing the matrix H corresponds to choosing the matrix N with distinct eigenvalues.
Modifying Algorithm 2:2 such, that each sweep works on the whole o -diagonal part, the
standard cyclic-by-row Jacobi method results, except that rotations sorting the diagonal
entries are applied via Algorithm 2:1. Note, that instead of the o {diagonal norm the
function trace(NH ) is used as the optimization criterion.

3 Updating Procedure
In a time varying environment, the most common strategy for updating the covariance
matrix H is the rank one update, which involves applying a forgetting factor  to H due to
nonstationary processes. Suppose that at a certain time step, the matrix H is reduced to
block diagonal form via Algorithm 2.2, with associated invariant subspaces span(1 ) and
span(2 ). Our update procedure is as follows (number of sweeps is predetermined):

Algorithm 3.1 (Update) Given a symmetric H = diag(H11; H22) and associated  =
(1 ; 2), a new data vector x and a possibly time-varying forgetting factor , with H11 2
IRdd , H22 2 IRm,dm,d , T1 1 = Id, T2 2 = Im,d , and x 2 IRm1 .
H = H + T xxT 
(; H ) = block:diag:jacobi(; H; )

4 Simulations and Discussion
The performance of the di erent Jacobi methods is compared for the subspace separation
problem using a frequency estimation scenario. n = 100 sample points of a signal composed

of 2 sinusoids is used, i.e.,
s(t) = 2 cos(2an) + 2 cos(2bn) + w(n) ;
where a = 0:15, b = 0:25 and w(n) is Gaussian white noise. Data vectors of dimension
m = 8 are formed generating the n  m Toeplitz data matrix X .
Computing the signal (noise) subspace of X requires the separation of the row space of
the data matrix X (the row space of the covariance matrix A = X T X , respectively). Once
these subspaces are computed the unknown parameters can be estimated using methods like
ESPRIT or MUSIC. Usually, the subspaces can be obtained by computing the SVD of the
data matrix X or the EVD of the covariance matrix A. Assuming a certain signal to noise
ratio SNR the row space of X (A) can be separated into signal and noise subspace according
to the magnitude of the singular(eigen)values, respectively. The right singular(eigen)vectors
corresponding to the large singular(eigen)values form the signal subspace. In our example
the dimension of the signal subspace is d = 4 (two times the number of signals in case of
working with real data).
In the following simulations we distinguish between three di erent Jacobi{type methods:

 SCJ (standard cyclic Jacobi): a diagonalization of A is executed applying rotations
(  =4) which do not take into consideration the magnitude of the resulting diagonal

matrix elements.
 SORTCJ (sorting cyclic Jacobi): a diagonalization of A is executed applying rotations
(  =2), which sort the resulting diagonal elements according to their magnitude.
 SORTCJ{CT (SORTCJ working only on the cross terms): it works like SORTCJ but
only the cross terms are annihilated in each sweep, i.e., one sweep consists of d(m , d)
rotations. Note that for working only with the cross terms the sorted version of the
Jacobi method is mandatory in order to guarantee convergence.
Also, two di erent o {diagonal quantities are considered in the following:

 sd = kA , DkF , where D = diag(aii), i.e., the square root of the sum of the squares

of all o {diagonal elements (the usual o {diagonal norm).
 sc = kA(1 : d; d + 1 : m)kF , i.e., the square root of the sum of the squares of the cross
terms, only.
First, SCJ and SORTCJ are compared { both methods actually diagonalizing the matrix.
In gure 1 the reduction of the o {diagonal quantities sd and sc is shown for SCJ and
SORTCJ. Obviously, the diagonalization of the matrix (i.e. considering sd) works as well
for SCJ as for SORTCJ. Reduction of the cross terms (i.e. sc), however, is signi cantly
faster for SORTCJ than for SCJ. Therefore, SORTCJ performs favorable with respect to
the subspace separation task.
In gure 2 the reduction of the cross terms sc is shown for SORTCJ and SORTCJ{CT.
Obviously, in this case convergence of SORTCJ{CT is only linear, such that a greater number of sweeps is required. Note also, that sc even increases in the beginning of SORTCJ{CT.
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Figure 1: Reduction of the o {diagonal norms sd and sc vs. sweeps for SCJ and SORTCJ.
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Figure 2: Reduction of the cross terms, i.e. sc, vs. sweeps for SORTCJ and SORTCJ{CT.
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Figure 3: Distances between updated subspaces and exact instantaneous subspaces vs. time
(solid line: SORTCJ s = 1; dashed line: SORTCJ{CT s = 1; dotted line: SORTCJ{CT
s = 3).
However, this does not contradict to the convergence of the algorithm, since the optimization criteria used for the derivation of SORTCJ{CT (SORTCJ) is not the o {diagonal norm
but the trace of the matrix H weighted by the matrix N ! Now, let fs denote the factor
of the increase in the number of sweeps, i.e., fs = sweeps(SORTCJ{CT)/sweeps(SORTCJ)
(in our example fs  5). SORTCJ{CT only requires NC = d(m , d) rotations per sweep
while SORTCJ requires NS = m(m , 1)=2. Therefore, SORTCJ{CT is advantageous for
NC fs < NS , i.e., for d  m.
Finally the tracking capabilities of the di erent algorithms are considered. Figure 3 shows
the ensemble average (20 runs) of the distance between the signal subspaces V^ (t) computed
by the updating procedure and the instantaneous exact subspaces V (t). The distance
2 (V^ T (t) V (t))1=2 [3].
between these subspaces is measured by dist(V^ (t); V (t)) = (1 , min
The updating by SORTCJ uses s = 1 sweep per updating (solid line). The updating using
SORTCJ-CT is shown for s = 1 (dashed line) and s = 3 (dotted line) per update.

5 Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper a Jacobi-like method is presented for block diagonalizing symmetric matrices
with application to subspace separation problems. A generalization to SVD is straight
forward. The algorithm is also well suited to neural network applications, where block
diagonalization into more than two blocks is required.
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